This article discusses safety and economic issues of sea transport during transit voyages of a vessel across the North Sea
INTRODUCTION
There was a significant reduction of ice extent in the Arctic in last twenty years. That's why came favorable conditions for shipping by vessels of low ice classes, especially along the Russian Arctic coast. Ice cover found in this area pose a particular danger to vessels, regardless of the existing ice-strengthened hull and a power of propulsion system. Persons planning voyage of a vessel in icecovered areas need a tools to make decisions justified by a cost analysis. The basic measures of voyage costs are fuel used and chartering time of the vessel. In areas covered with ice, additional unexpected costs may occur in the form of longer voyage time. The reason may be lower speed due to higher resistance of hull in ice, the need to extend length of route to avoid larger areas covered by heavy ice, beset and nip of a vessel in close or very close ice and the need to use paid services of icebreakers. Another element of difficult to predict costs is the possibility of damage to propulsion system, rudder, hull or even sinking, i.e. the loss of a vessel. Emer- 
Fig. 1. General locations of ice massifs in the Russian

PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF THE WORK
The author of the work decided to analyze relatively well documented case of the first commercial transit voyage of the ship through the Northern Sea Route (NSR) leading along the Russian Arctic coast, that carried out in one navigation season in 1940. The purpose of the intended analysis is to find relationships between statistical data of ice massifs area, area covered by ice on particular regions of the NSR and ice concentration "on-scene" with capability of cargo ship to overcome the ice and the speed of the ship when sailing alone and in convoy following an icebreaker decided to use statistical data of relative area of ice massifs [1, 2] , relative area of particular parts of seas along the NSR and details of successful transit voyage of the German ship in 1940. For this purpose, collected all possible information about the ship and her transit voyage essential for the reconstruction of the navigation data and ice conditions present at the time of voyage [1, 2, 5, 8] . The term "ice massifs" [4, 9] should be understood as areas with surface over 1 thousand square kilometers made up of close and very close pack ice with a high thickness and considerable hummocking usually accumulating in specific parts of the Arctic seas (Fig. 1) . As a result of the research, it is planned to find relationships allowing for making justified decisions in scope of planning schedule and costs of vessel's voyage in ice-covered regions. These include the commonly known costs and potential costs resulting from unusual and emergency situations related to shipping in ice. This should improve the safety of maritime transport and economically efficient vessel voyage planning.
TECHNICAL DATA OF THE ANALYZED VESSEL
The ship Komet was built as a merchant ship. Her technical parameters were as follows: length 115.5 meters, draft 6.5 meters, wide 15.3 meters, navigation range (autonomy) 35,100 nautical miles, 3,287 gross register tons (GRT), deadweight 6,892 metric tons, powered by two 6-cylinder two-stroke MAN diesel engines, producing 3,900 HP (2,908 kW), propeller single shaft, range of 51,000 nautical miles at 9 knots [5, 8, 16] . Before beginning of voyage through the Northern Sea Route, the ship was equipped with a specially strengthened hull and bow, and propeller blades suitable to navigate in ice. Before reconstruction her full sea speed was 16 knots, after adapting for ice navigation 14.7 knots. The deadweight and total shaft power places this ship in ice class UL-ULA (RMRS), L1A (PRS), IA Super (Finnish-Swedish ice class) or polar class PC6 (IACS Polar Rules) according to 2016 regulations [15] . Need to mention, the ship was built to sail outside ice covered regions. Later was adapted for navigation in difficult ice conditions without the assistance of icebreakers and to operate in open sea conditions corresponding to a level ice thickness not exceeding 1.0 meter, with minimum speed of 5 knots in the brash ice channels of ice thickness up to 1.0 meter and a 0.1 meter consolidated layer of ice [6] . The ability of the vessel to overcome an ice is expressed in aspect ratio of displacement in metric tons to output power of propulsion engine in horsepower units [3, 4, 7, 13] . This factor for ship Komet was equal 1.77. Safety requirement was value below 2.0. Then ship Komet was able to proceed alone in ice conditions described for ice class UL-ULA (IA Super).
VOYAGE SCHEDULE OF THE VESSEL AND TIME-GEOGRAPHICAL DATA SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION
The ship sailed on a voyage from Gdynia (Gotenhafen) on 3 July 1940. Then sailed along the coast of Norway to Teriberka [13, 17] . Between July 15 and August 13 of 1940, ship remained in ice covered waters of the Barents Sea, mainly in drift, occasionally at anchor [5, 8] . During the second week of August the ship received reports of favorable ice conditions on her way through the pack-ice and proceeded eastwards with maximum speed, leaving her anchorage on August 13, and heading into the entrance to the Matochkin Shar Strait. The following day, August 14, the ship arrived at the meeting point and took two Russian pilots on. Passed over 160 miles into the Kara Sea, but with no ice-
On August 23, ship joined the ice-breaker Lenin and followed her through the Vilkitsky Strait. By midnight on August 26 the ship with icebreaker had passed Cape Chelyuskin. The waters were free of ice and the icebreaker Lenin assistance was in fact not necessary. Later on August 26 the ship Komet joined the icebreaker Stalin. On August 27, the ship resumed her voyage. The Lenin turned back to the Kara Sea.
The Stalin led the Komet through the thick pack-ice and dense fog in Taymyr 
RESULTS
Complete set of analyzed data was collected in Table 1 . Various correlations were found that allow draw several conclusions. The ice massif 0% relative area or up to 12% coverage of region by ice or "ice-free conditions (CT=0-18%) allow independent voyage of a vessel at nearly maximal sea speed. The ice massif 0-4% relative area or 19-45% coverage of region by ice or ice concentration 10-60% allow independent voyage of a vessel with difficulties at speed up to 6.9 knots. The ice massif 58% relative area or 81% coverage of region by ice or ice concentration variable from 10% till 80% require assistance of icebreaker and proceed vessel in convoy. No damages to vessel should be expected. The ice massif 77% relative area or 91% coverage of region by ice and total ice concentration CT varying from 90% till 100% require assistance of icebreaker and proceed vessel closely icebreaker in convoy. Vessel may be beset in ice, suffer damage to its hull, rudder or propeller. Maximal efforts must be given during independent voyage without icebreaker to proceed forward and avoid beset in ice.
Fig. 2. Generalized decision-making support diagram of safety of vessel in ice for initial, general and tactical voyage planning. Made by the Author.
Above summarized results were presented on synthetic diagram (Figure 2 ). There are presented maximal safe speed and capability to overcome ice conditions and reliability in continuation voyage in relation to percentage of ice massifs, ice covered regions and total concentration of ice floe related to a vessel of ice class UL-ULA (1A Super). This diagram is not recommendation for vessels commanders in relation to safe technical speed. It should be assumed as advisory application to support decision-making process of initial (3-6 months ahead), general (1-3 months ahead) and tactical (10-30 days ahead) voyage planning [10] based on statistical data.
Due to a little incomplete description of voyage details [5, 8] the calculated speed of vessel (Table 1 ) may be not exact. However was possible to describe relations in between speed of the vessel in ice with assistance of icebreaker and during independent voyage (Figure 3 ). Benefits coming from use of icebreaker at low concentration of ice is low. There is only 1.40 times higher speed when uses assistance of icebreaker at 40% concentration of ice. The increase of speed is much higher at ice concentration above 50%. This increase is equal 1.64, 2.00 and 2.20 times at 60%, 80% and 100% of total concentration respectively. It means the assistance of icebreaker looks giving real speed-up benefits at 60% of ice concentration or higher. Additionally increases safety and reliability to complete successfully voyage in ice. 
CONCLUSIONS
Ice conditions in the Arctic can be equivalently described using one of the three features of the ice cover. There are relative ice massif area of the particular region, ice coverage of the particular region and total concentration of ice cover. The first two are related to statistical data. Third one, i.e. total ice concentration is related to ice conditions being encountered by the vessel in the area of current navigation. The relationships presented in concise form of diagrams allow easy use of statistical prognostic data available on the web site of the NSR Administration [11] for initial and general vessel's voyage schedule and costs planning.
Relationship in between total ice concentration and speed of the vessel in independent voyage or with assistance of icebreaker allows to calculate gains of speed and same time voyage time savings. Assistance of icebreaker reduces fuel consumption of a vessel. Increased speed of a vessel assisted by icebreaker reduces time of the voyage, it means reduces costs of chartering. Reduced costs of saved fuel and chartering time require comparison with costs of icebreaker services imposed by the NSR Administration [12] .
By this way the decision-making person that is planning voyage of the vessel and / or master of the vessel may take decisions related to get icebreaker services or not. On one side is relatively high cost of icebreaker assistance. On other side are saved costs of fuel, saved time of chartering vessel, reduction of uncertain time of a vessel voyage (possible beset and nip in ice) and risks of damage to a vessel (costs of possible emergency towing, repairs, dry docking and time lost). The use of presented in the work method offers making decision justified by the safety and cost analysis. Can be used in decision-making system in the office of a vessel Operator or Charterer, or on board vessel. Then should improve safety of maritime transport and economically efficient vessel voyage planning. 
